
IMPACT  PROJECTIONS  FROM  THE  READER  REACHING  EVERY  U.S.  HOUSEHOLD

1. U.S. SMALL BUSINESSES & COMMUNITY WEALTH BUILDING

A. Impact: The Reader’s capacity to continuously influence all people within neighborhoods enables it to inspire 
and organize people locally, regionally and nationally to buy local.  Specifically, through The Reader’s 
proprietary Declaration of Local Independence, readers will sign a pledge to shift 10% of their purchases from 
big boxes to locally-owned businesses.  A growing body of research (www.bit.ly/KeyStudies) proves a 
dramatic, positive impact on the wealth of neighborhoods and local communities from shifts like this. 

B. Based on historical impact, The Reader projects a minimum of ten percent (or 27,000) of the adults in each 
Reader zone of 120,000 households will sign the pledge, which will result in an extra $5.4 million dollars 
spent each month in that zone at locally-owned businesses, which is an average of an extra $270 spent at each 
locally-owned business each month.  On a national scale, this shift which will create as many as 1 to 3 million 
new US jobs annually, and billions of dollars in extra capital recirculating in American communities from 
stronger locally-owned businesses, and keeping community capital from departing to out-of-area banks.     

2. ENVIRONMENT

A. Impact: a heightened awareness by the majority of Americans that, as suggested by The Post Carbon Institute: 
1) The ecological and resource crises we face are orders of magnitude more serious than the Great Depression, 
as they threaten not only the economic system but also human survival.  2) A new perspective is necessary 
which centers on the fact that human life and the economy is sustained and contained by the global 
ecosystem. 3) We must create a new, shared vision of a sustainable and desirable future emphasizing healthy 
ecosystems, communities, and people over ever-increasing consumption.

B. When the Reader Magazine is chosen by 2% of US businesses (560,000) over conventional weekly direct mail 
or individually mailed advertising it saves each year:

• 17 million trees (4.5 tons of wood per business)
• 3.3 million tons of greenhouse gas emissions reduced (6 tons per business) 
• 16.8 billion gallons of water, and 12 more pollutant reductions and natural resources conserved

The Reader’s four quarterly issues amount to 12 ounces-- .0005 -- of a U.S. family’s annual 1600 lbs of paper 
consumption, each ounce inspiring families to make sustainable choices.

3. MEDIA

A. Impact: The Reader’s model enables it to derive a high level of revenue from SMEs at high profit margins, 
giving it a unique (and marketable) journalistic independence from the interests of large national advertisers 
which further adds to the publication’s authority, relevancy and value (including to national advertisers).  
Reader content will continue to come from authors and public-interest organizations such as ProPublica and 
self-correcting through content voted in or out by readers.  The Reader’s mailed print format enables the 119 
million Americans without high-speed Internet access to be given the most valuable information, free.  

B. The Reader has developed a highly detailed operational, financial and strategic plan to become the first 
company with a journalistic connection with the majority of Americans.  That the Reader is alone to seek to 
use the USPS’ capacity for universal delivery to create and monetize a journalistic connection with the 
majority of Americans is remarkable, given indicators that hint at the potential value of this kind of 
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connection.  Facebook’s valuation of $245 billion-- making it worth more than Walmart-- has today 48.9% 
market penetration of the U.S., and is projected to grow to only 51.8% by 2019, a penetration about equal to the 
projected penetration of The Reader in 2019.  

Given that 94% of all retail commerce happens in physical space, The Reader’s potential for a physical, 
journalistic connection with every U.S. household and its capacity to sell advertising in person to all U.S. 
advertisers may prove disruptive. 

4. POLITICS

A. Impact: To restore integrity to the American political process and to help ordinary Americans from being 
marginalized by powerful interests, The Reader will create a successful nationwide demand for a Constitutional  
Amendment which overturns the Citizens United Supreme Court decision and establishes permanent public 
financing of elections.

B. The gradual, organic adoption by the majority of Americans that, as the Society of Friends has suggested, "it is 
no longer politically, spiritually or economically sound or acceptable to spend 55% of the taxes from every US 
household on the military, that this economic power has shaped a world based on war and the threat of war 
while denying people in our communities the health, education and security they need to thrive."

C. International Physicians for Prevention of Nuclear War, winner of the Nobel Peace Prize, suggests, "if 
Americans were more fully aware of the inherent danger of nuclear weapons and the consequences of their use, 
they would reject them, and not permit their continued possession or acquisition on their behalf by their 
government, even for an alleged need for self defense".  As such, The Reader Magazine will endeavor to bring 
about the gradual, organic adoption by the majority of Americans that demands the US government negotiate a 
Nuclear Weapons Convention to ban nuclear weapons and ensure their elimination, modeled on the successful 
conventions outlawing chemical weapons, biological weapons and anti-personnel land mines.

5. SOCIETY

A. Impact: American national security-- as is the security of any nation-- is threatened when policies reflect 
narrow interests rather than the will of an informed population.  A robust, free press can maintain the integrity 
of powerful institutions upon which national security depends.   The Reader Magazine powering honest 
information-- from non-partisan sources-- to all U.S. households free, may address this potential threat by 
making the nation’s policies-- and national security-- closer aligned with the will of an informed people. 

The Reader reaching every US household may also have a positive impact on food, water and energy security as 
governments’ responsiveness to crises has been found to be positively correlated to the level of print media 
penetration within a society, according to Nobel Prize-winning economist Amartya Sen.

6. STRATEGY FOR MEASURING SOCIAL IMPACT

Consistent measurement will help us determine and improve the effectiveness of our intended social impact.  
Techniques for measuring our efforts, outcomes and impact include KPI tracking, external surveys (mail, phone or  
web), interviews and focus groups, and collection of anecdotal evidence from field (sales) personnel.  We will 
continue to leverage increasingly sophisticated measurement resources available through the USC Annenberg 
Media Impact Project, GIIRS, and B-Lab to meet rigorous standards of social and environmental performance, 
accountability, and transparency.


